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"\Ve wish to publish preliminary results of our research on the following 
problem. For which groups K does a topological group G exist such that 
the automorphism group A(G) ,......, K. 
The problem of the existence of topological spaces E, such that the 
group of homeomorphisms of E onto E is isomorphic to a given group K, 
has been treated by J. DE GROOT and the author [1], [2]. For the existence 
of abstract groups G with prescribed automorphism group A(G) we refer 
to J. DE GROOT, H. DE VRIES and A. B. DE MmANDA [3], [4]. 
We wish to give our thanks to H. de Vries, who corrected our initial 
proof of the existence of an infinite rigid group (see corollary 2), so that 
the continuum hypothesis could be avoided. The problem of the existence 
of a rigid group was first mentioned by J. DE GROOT [2] and was also 
proposed by "Het Wiskundig Genootschap" as a prize-question [5]. 
In the following a topological group G is said to have property MS if 
G is a commutative group of which the elements =ft. 0 have order 2 and 
such that G is a connected locally connected complete separable metric 
space with the cardinal number jGj = 2"'o. 
An example of a topological group G with property MS is given by 
the factor group G of measurable subsets of the interval [0, 1] over the 
subgroup of nullsets. 
The sum of two subsets a, b C [0, 1] is defined as 
a+b=a u b"'.a n b. 
Let f-l be the Lebesgue measure of a subset of [0, 1 ], then the distance 
of two cosets x, y E G is defined as 
e(x, y)=t-t(a+b), 
where a EX and bEy. 
We shall not repeat here the proof that the conditions of a topological 
group with property MS are fulfilled, as we may suppose this example 
to be well known. We shall only indicate here the proof that G is con-
nected and locally connected. 
G is connected: To any measurable subset a C [0, 1] and any e > 0, 
there is a subset a' C [0, 1] such that a' is the finite union of subintervals 
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of [0, I] and such that !-l(a+a')<e, according to Lebesgue's necessary 
and sufficient condition for measurability. If the intervals, of which a' 
is the union, shrink continuously to zero, the coset x' E G to which a' 
belongs, will correspondingly be joined by an arc to zero. Hence G possesses 
a connected subset dense in G, hence G is connected. 
G is locally connected: For 15 > 0, let B(O, 15) be the set of elements of 
G for which the distance to 0 is less than 15. Let x E B(O, !15) and a Ex 
then /-l(a)<!l5. To each e>O there is a subset a' of [0, I], which is the 
finite union of intervals and such that !-l(a +a')< e and /-l(a') < 15. Let 
a' Ex' then e(x, x') < e and x' E B(O, 15). If the intervals, of which a' is 
the union, shrink continuously to zero, x' will correspondingly be joined 
to zero by an arc which lies within B(O, 15). Let W be the set of elements 
of B(O, 15}, which are cosets, to which belongs a finite union of intervals, 
then W u B(O, !15) is connected. Hence B(O, 15) contains a connected 
neighbourhood. 
We shall prove the following theorem: 
Theorem: If the topological group G has property MS and B is a finite 
subring of the endomorphirm ring E(G) then a dense subgroup H of G exists, 
such that the endomorphism ring E(H) = B ~ H. 
Here B ~ H is the set of endomorphisms of G occurring in B but 
restricted to H. To avoid any ambiguity we mention that endomorphisms 
and automorphisms in this note are continuous respectively bicontinuous. 
Remark: By using the continuum hypothesis we can prove that the 
theorem still holds if the ring B is an enumerable subring of E(G). 
As any group has the endomorphisms 0 and I we have the following 
corollary: 
Corollary I: There exists an infinite topological group H such that 
the endomorphism ring E(H) = {0, I}. 
A topological group H for which E(H) = {0, I} is called rigid under 
endomorph isms. 
Since the identity is the only automorphism of group H of corollary 
I, it follows that the automorphism group A(H) ={I}, hence: 
Corollary 2: There exists an infinite topological group H for which 
the automorphism group A(H) ={I}. 
A topological group H for which the automorphism group A(H) ={I} is 
called rigid, or rigid under automorphisms. 
Corollary 3: There exists a topological group H, such that the automor-
phism group A(H),......, Oa, the cyclic group of order 3. 
Corollary 3 can be shown as follows: We consider the factor group G 
of measurable subsets of the circumference of a circle cover the nullsets. 
Let q; be the automorphism of G corresponding to a rotation of the 
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subsets of cover fn. Then we take for Bin our theorem the group ring 
of endomorphisms {A.o+A.1q>+A.2q>2}, where AtE A, the field of numbers 
mod 2. Then according to our theorem a dense subgroup H of G exists 
such that E(H) = B t H. But the only automorphisms of G, which occur 
in B, are 1, q> and q>2, because 1 +q>, q>+q>2, q>2+ 1 and 1 +q>+q>2 are no 
1-1 mappings. For the set c we have (1+q>)c=(q>+q>2)c=(q>2+1)c=0 
and for a subarc aCe of in we have (1+q>+q>2) (a+c)=O. 
According to a theorem of N. BoURBAKI [6], any automorphism of 
a subgroup H dense in a complete metric, hence complete uniform 
Hausdorff group G can be extended uniquely to an automorphism of G. 
Hence A(H) C {1, q>, q>2} t H. But the elements of {1, q>, q>2} t H are 
invertable, hence they are automorphisms of H. Therefore A(H) '"'"'03• 
Now we shall prove our theorem by means of J. de Groot's displacement 
method [2]. 
Proof of the theorem : 
l. Let F = E(G) "'.B. G is a separable metric space with the cardinal 
number IGI =2"'o, hence F has the cardinal number IFI =Wa~2"'o. Let 
{V} be an enumerable basis of connected neighbourhoods. Then we can 
well order F x { V} and denote the elements by (/ "" V ,,) where lX runs 
through all ordinals < wa. 
Now H will be the group generated by {B(x,.)}, where lX < wa and where 
x,. are selected by transfinite induction. By B(x"') we denote the set of 
images of x,. under the endomorphisms of B, and by {B(x,.)} their union. 
Let H,. be the group generated by {B(xp)}, for all (:J<£X<wa, and K,. 
be the group generated by {H,., fp(HcJ}, for all {:J<lX<Wa. 
By F,. we denote the set of endomorphisms #- 0 which belong to the 
group ring { B + A.f ,.}, where A. E A, the field of numbers mod 2. 
Then x,. has to be selected such that: 
X"' E v"' and F"'(x"') 11 K"'=0, for lX<Wa. 
Suppose Xp, for (:J < lX < wa ~ 2"'o selected then we have to show that we 
can choose x"' such that the conditions just mentioned are fulfilled. 
Since G is commutative and the elements #- 0 have order 2, we have 
IK"'I =I £XI or IK"'I <roo; in any case IK"'I < 2"'o (The proof is obvious). 
2. B is finite hence F"' has only a finite number of elements, say 
(/Jl, q>2, .. ·, q>m. 
Now we have to select x"' such that 
x"' E V,. and q>t(X"') if= K"' for i= 1, 2, ... , m. 
'The possibility of this choice is shown by induction. 
Suppose that for any set of n elements q>k1 , q>k2, ... , q>kn of F"', where 
n < m, and for any connected neighbourhood V, and any subgroup P C G 
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with IPI < 2wo a subset X C V exists, with lXI = 2wo, such that 
qJki(X) C G"-.P, for i= I, 2, ... , n, 
then we shall prove the existence of such a set X for any set of n+ I 
elements of F "'" 
We suppose V to be a connected neighbourhood of 0 and W a connected 
neighbourhood of 0 such that 2 W C V (The proof can be carried out for 
arbitrary connected neighbourhoods V). 
For {rpki}, i= I, 2, ... , (n+ I), W and P there is a set XC W, with 
lXI = 2wo, such that 
qJk;(X) C G\...P, for i= I, 2, ... , n. 
If X contains a subset Z, with IZI = 2wo, such that 
(jJk,.+ 1(Z) C G"-.P, then 
qJki(Z) CG"-.P for i=I, 2, ... , n+I, 
and the induction is possible. 
If such a set Z does not exist, then we take one element x' E X and 
construct the group Q generated by {P, (jJk;(x')}, where i=2, 3, ... , (n+I). 
Of course IQI < 2wo. 
To {rpki}, i=2, 3, ... , (n+I); W, Q, there exists a subset YC W, with 
I Yl = 2wo, such that 
qJki(Y) C G"-.Q C G".P, for i=2, 3, ... , (n+ I). 
If Y contains a subset Z, with IZI = 2wo, such that 
(jJk1(Z) CG"-.P, then we have: 
rpki(Z) CG"-.P for i=I, 2, ... (n+I}, 
and the induction is possible. 
If such a set Z does not exist then we can subtract from Y the set 
which then has the cardinal number less then 2wo; hence we may suppose 
for simplicity at once that 
But then we have: 
because x' EX, hence rpk1(x') E G"-.P. Further 
qJk;(x' + Y) = qJk;(x') + qJk;( Y) C G"-. Q C G"-.P 
for i=2, 3, ... , (n+ I), because 
(jJki(x') E Q and (jJki(Y) C G"-.Q for 
i=2, ... , (n+ I). 
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Hence 
IPki(x' + Y) C G".P for i= 1, 2, ... , (n+ 1). 
Here lx' + Yl =200o and x' + Y C 2W C V; again the induction is possible. 
Now we have to verify that our supposition is true for the set of one 
function IP E Fex i.e. we have to show that to any connected neighbourhood 
V and any subgroup P C G, with IPI < 2wo there is a subset X C V, with 
lXI = 2wo, such that 
IP(X) C G".P. 
IP is not constant on V, otherwise IP = 0 on V and hence IP = 0 on G, because 
G is connected, hence can be generated by any neighbourhood of 0. 
But the 0-endomorphism does not belong to Fex. 
V is connected, IP is continuous and not constant on V, hence IP( V) is 
connected and has more than one element. Therefore liP( V)l = 200o, according 
to Urysohn's theorem, which is applicable since G is a separable metric, 
hence normal space. 
IPI < 2wo, hence a set X C V exists with cardinal number lXI = 2wo, 
such that qJ(X) C G".P. 
So the existence of a set X, with lXI =.200o, such that 
XCV and IPi(X) C G".P for i= 1, 2, ... , m 
has been proved. 
Now we take P=Kex and hence we can select Xex EX C Vex such that 
I]Ji(Xex) f/= Kex for i= 1, 2, ... , m. 
3. The group H is dense in G because Xex E vex. Any endomorqhism 
ofG occurring in B, restricted to H yealds an endomorphism of H, because 
H is generated by {B(xex)}. Hence E(H) :2 B t H. 
We shall now prove that 
lex(H)".H=1=0 for cx<wa. 
This is true because 
Suppose not, then for some ex: 
If ex > f3 then 
but lex E Fex. 
If ex = f3 then 
I ex(xex) = b(xp) + hp, where 
bE B and hp E Hp. 
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If <X<~ then 
but bE Fp. 
All three cases are impossible. 
4. We can prove now that E(H) = B ~H. Suppose that E(H) =1= B ~ H, 
then an endomorphism f E E(H) exists such that f ¢:. B ~H. H is dense 
in G which is a complete metric hence complete uniform Hausdorff group, 
hence f can be extended to an endomorphism of G, according to a theorem of 
N. BoURBAKI [6]. But then f is the restriction to H of some f"' EF =E(G) "-.B, 
but then 
f(H) "-.H = f "'(H) "-.H =I= 0, 
which contradicts that f is a mapping into H. 
The proof of our theorem is completed. 
5. Now we shall prove with the aid of the continuum hypothesis that 
we may suppose B in our theorem to be enumerable as mentioned in 
the remark following the theorem. We only have to substitute part 2. 
of the former proof by the foJlowing : 
2'. B is enumerable, then it is also clear that [K"'I < 2wo. Further 
FIX is enumerable. Now we have to select x"' such that 
IK"'I < 2wo hence according to the continuum hypothesis I K"'l ~ wo. Let 
cp E F"' then cp-l(x) is closed in G. cp-l(x) is nowhere dense in G otherwise 
cp=O. Let F; 1(K"') be the union of the inverse images of K"' under the 
endomorphisms of F"'. Since [K"'I ~wo and IFal ~ wo, F;1(KIX) is the 
countable union of closed sets nowhere dense in G. G is a complete metric 
space hence the neighbourhood V"' contains an element x"', which do 
not belong to F; 1(K"'). This can be shown as follows: 
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Let F; 1(Ka)= U Mn, where Mn is closed and nowhere dense in G. 
n=l 
Then V"' possesses a decreasing set of balls Bn, of which the diameter 
d(Bn) ~ 0 for n ~ oo, and such that Bn n M n = 0. Since G is complete 




Then xiX = n Bn satisfies our conditions: 
n=l 
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